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design parameters by first depicting graphically all
possible pairings of selected design parameter values and
then, secondly, depicting graphically respective curve fits
for the data point plcts which meet an acceptance criteria.
In generating the curve plots, the specific constants of
each curve equation are determined, thus allowing the
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I- INTRODOCTION
The evolution of helicopter design has proceeded far
beyond the starting pcint where design decisions were based
on a 'trial and error' criteria. In major helicopter
industry, the design process has evolved to a lacgely tech-
nical discipline where, with the noted exceptions of techno-
logical breakthroughs which cause a drastic departure from
the norm (an example being the Hughes NOTAR, a helicopter
without a tail rotor!), a new helicopter design is built by
piecirc together critical design parameters in a fashion
dictated by past successful designs. Those critical design
parameters, logically, are determined by the intended user's
requirements (e.g., carrying capacity, and mission (scout
vs. utility vs. attack)), performance requirements (e.g.,
speed, climb, and range), and the geometric requirements
(e.g., length, and width).
Definite relationships between these critical design
parameters (30 have teen selected), are frequently unavai-
lable, or unknown, and are not used during the preliminary
design process. By examining all possible pairings, or
permutations, across a large number of present helicopter
designs (10 have been chosen), one could produce equations
cf curves which would consistently, accurately and quickly
produce the quantitative value for the design parameter a
designer seeks.
A. GEJECTIVES AND SCCPE
The objective of this thesis is to determine if quanti-
tative relationships exist between the pairings of critical
heliccpter design parameters. If they do exist, specific
10
equations of curves, forming a curve fit of the lata, and
specific constants, are to he determined.
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II. APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
Thirty design parameters were selected and a data base
was compiled of the values of these design parameters for 10
helicopters. The 10 helicopters chosen were selected
purposely tc represent a varied mix of single-mis sicn
aircraft (utility, heavy utility, scout or observation, and
attack), and old and new technology, ranging from the 1950*s
to the late 1970 f s, tc lend creditability to the resulting
relationships for use in any future preliminary aelicopter
design piocess. Selected design parameters, and the respec-
tive values for each cf the chosen helicopters are listed in
Appendix A. A planfcrm and abstract picture of each heli-
copter, for referencing, is contained in the same Appendix.
Table 1 is a brief summary which illustrates the diversity
of the helicopters chosen to compile the data base fcr this
thesis.
Pairing each parameter singularly against each other
yielded 435 permutations at the start of the evaluation.
The pairings are referenced by 2 numbers. For example, the
pairing number * 1-30' pairs the first design parameter, Main
Eotor Elade Radius, against the thirtieth design parameter,
Maximum Gross Weight. Appendix B contains a complete
listing of pairings. A simple data point graph (X vs. Y)
was made of each pairing and, for the graphs that showed a
clear relationship existed, data points are curve fitted
yielding a curve equation with specific constants. Both the
singular data points, and the curves, generated from the
curve equations, are depicted graphically, reinforcing the




Summary Characteristics of Chosen Helicopters
Military Weignt Primary Year of Year of Mission











AH64 Medium USA 19 33 1970
OH58C Light USA 19 69-78 1960
SH-3H Medium USN 1961-•72 1950
S-76 Medium USN 19 82 • 1970
UH-60A Medium USA 19 79 1970
CH-543 Heavy USA 19 74 1960
CH-53D Heavy USN(MC) 1969 1960
CH-53E Heavy- USN 1981 1970
AH-1S Medium USA 1970-81 196
UH-1H Medium USA 1 965-76 1950
In addition to original programs, two pre-existing
computer programs were used to facilitate the accomplishment
of the thesis objective. The data point plots were gener-
ated Kith 'Helicopter Data Display' , written by Captain Gary
Eishop, ISA, [Ref 1], and the curve fit evaluation was
accomplished with 'Crvfit', a Hewlett-Packard hand-held
computer program, written by Commander Pat Sulliiran, USN,
[Ref 2], The 'Helicopter Data Display' graphic output Kas
re-si2ed to meet the requirements for thesis submission, and
the pre-existing data base revised with additions of data
from 3 mere helicopters, a deletion of 1, and correction of
some incorrect data. The 'Crvfit' program was used as is,
Kith an acceptance criteria, called the correlation factor,
cf .8 cr greater.
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III. SOLOTICN TO THE PROBLEM
Cf the first 435 fairings, 153 were cut from considera-
tion following ac initial consultation with Thesis Advisor
Erof. Donald Layton rased on his own expertise. Those pair-
ings disregarded from further evaluation are indicated ty a
prefixed "XX" in Appendix B. An example of pairings which
were disregarded outright were those involving 'Degree Twist
of Blades'. By experience, and verified thru conversations
with helicopter company representatives, 'Twist of the
Blade' has in the past been decided on by a 'what's on the
shelf' selection criteria, thus explaining why some compa-
nies produce helicopters predominantly with a -10 degree
twist, while others produce helicopters predominantly with a
-8 degree twist, or, a degree twist. 282 simple X-Y plots
cf the remaining pairings were then generated, with the
first number of each pairing designated as the X-abcissa, or
horizontal axis, and the second number, as the Y-ordinate,
or vertical axis. Plots appear in Appendix C and are refer-
enced with figure numbers consistent with the method used to
reference the initial pairings (Example: Fig 1-30). The
selection for further evaluation for determining curve fits
was accomplished by empirically judging whether the data
points tended to show that a relationship existed. These
figures referenced with a suffix 'a' indicate that a rela-
tionship does exist and a data point curve fit follows. The
two examples are illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
The data of the data points plots that were questionable
were submitted to the Crvfit program which made the final
decision as to whether there was an interrelationship with a



















1. AH-64 6. CH-54B
2. OH-58C 7. CH-53D
3. SH-3H 8. CH-53E
4 S-76 9. AH-1S
5. UH-60A 10. UH-1H
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Figure 3.2 Data Point Plot Chosen Not to be Curve Fitted.
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At the same time, the 'Crvfit* program determine! which of 4
(four) curve types, linear (Type 1) , exponential (Type 2) ,
logarithnic (Type 3) , or power (Type 4) , best fit the data
points plotted. An example of cne of each of tha 4 curves
is illustrated in Figures 3.3 through 3.6. Curve fits for
the respective pairings, referenced with a suffix , b', indi-
cating curve fit (Example: Fig 1-30b) , and which includes
the best curve fit eguation, follow their respective data
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Figure 3., 6 Example of Type 4 Curve Fit
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IV. RESULTS AND C ONCLUSIONS
282 fairings were evaluated to determine whether an
interrelationship existed between the selected design param-
eters. 185 were determined to produce positive curve fit
data which net or exceeded the chosen correlation factor.
Cf the 30 design parameters selected for evaluation, the
parameters Maximum Grcss Weight and Operating Weight were
most interactive, resulting in positive quantitative rela-
tionships with 16 otter parameters. This is understandable
for both parameters are geometric parameters, driven by
mission and performance requirements and both influence many
of the ethers. 10 design parameters had no influence,
resulting in no relationship with any other parameter. A
demonstration of the validity of the derived relationships
is illustrated as follows where both the curve fit equation,
and an alternate method (used in AE 4306 Helicopter Design
Manual [Eef 3]), are used to generate specific design param-
eters of Gross Weight and Tail Rotor Radius. The results are
compared to an existing, flying helicopter.
Required: Compute Gross Height, MGW, as a function of
Tail Rotor Radius, RTR, given as 2.6 feet.
Curve Fit - MGW = 324.88 x RTR 2.3829 = 3 1 66 lbs
Equation
AE 43C6 - MGW = 591.716 x RTR 2.0 = 40OO lbs
Design Manual
(Alternate Method)
2.6 feet is the actual tail rotor radius of tie OH58C
Army Cbservation/Scout Helicopter whose actual Grcss
Weight is 2550 lbs.
By comparison, the curve fit equation generates a value
or Grcss Weight 24?? above actual design, whereas the
alternate method generates a value 52% above actual design.
Table 2 lists the number of rela tionsnips, or the influence
cf each design parameter upon each other.
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1. CCHCIOSIONS
The cbjective of this thesis has been achieved by estab-
lishing the clear relationships that exist between selected
Helicopter design parameters. The curve fit equations that
were derived, and the specific constants for each equation,
provide the designer, be he professional, in the industry,
or student, a means to quantitatively derive valaes of
design parameters that are encountered during the prelimi-
nary design process.
Ontil technological breakthroughs force a drastic depar-
ture from the established design norms developed over the
last 30 years, the curve fit equations can produce a quanti-




BEFEBENCES EOR DATA BASE AND HELICOPTERS
A. SEIECTED DESIGN EARAMETERS AND NOMENCLATURE
TABLE 3
Selected Design Parameters and Nomenclature
Selected Design Parameters Nomenclature
1. Main Eotor Radius (ft)
Tail Rotor Radius (ft)
R
2. RTR
3. Number of Main Rotor Blades 3
4. Number of Tail Rotor Blades 3TR
5. Height of Main Rotor System
above Ground (ft)
HT
6. Speed of Main Rotor System (rpm)
Speed of Tail Rotor System (rpm)
EPM
7. RPMTR
8. Cnorl of the Main Rotor (ft)
Chord of tne Tail Eotor (ft)
C
9. CTR
10. SDan of the Wain Rotor Blade (ft)
Span of the Iaii Rotor Blade (ft)
RS
1 1. RSTR
12. Twist of Main Rotor Blade (degrees)
Twist of Tail Rotor Blade (degrees)
TWST
13. TWST3
14. Profile Drag of Main Rotor Blade CDO
1 5. Prorile Drag of Tail Rotor Blade CDOTR
16. Disc Loading of Main Rotor System
(lb/sg ft) DL
17. Width of the Fuselage (ft)
Length of the Fuselage (ft)






frontal Vertical Flat Plate Area
(sq/ft)
Maximum Forward Velocity (knots)
FV
2 1. VM
22. Maximum Range (am)
23. Rate of Climb, Maximum Continuous
Power (fpm)




25. Hover Ceiling (CGE, out of ground
effect) HOVIGE








30. Maximum oross Weight (lb) MG3
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E. SZIECTED DESIGN EARAMETEB VAIOES
TABLE 4
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HELICOPTER PLAHPORHS AMD PICTURES
Hughe* YAH-64 Apache prototype during flight demonstrations in early 1982
HUGHES — AIRCRAFT: USA
—
-r— -,44
Figure A. 1 AH64 Planfori.
24
Figure A. 2 OH58C Planfora
25
Sikonky 8H-3H multp-purpoi* h»licopt«r tor A8W and expansion of fltet muult detenca
SIKORSKY — AIRCRAFT: USA 471
Sikorsky SH-3H twin-engined multi-purpo*e amphibious helicopter 1P1I1K Pms)
Figure A. 3 SH-3H Planfora.
26
Sikorsky AUH-76 armed utility helicopter, with externally mourn ed anti-armour mimlei
Sikorsky S-76 eight/rwelve-pessenger commercial transport helicopter {Pilot I'ress)
Figure A. 4 S-76 Planfora.
27
USA: AIRCRAFT — SIKORSKY
UH-60A Black Hawk, equipped with axtarnal rtore-j support system, carrying 16 Heltflra miaatlaa in flight
qualification ta*t
Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk combat assault heficoptar fPilm Press)
Figure A. 5 OH-60A Plaafora.
28
Sikonky CH-54B ot the US Army new heavy-litt utility version of the Skycrane.






Sikoruy CH-530 lulicopttr ot m* US Mann* Corpi
Figure A. 7 CH-53D Planfora.
30
Sikorsky CH-53E Super Stallion heavy- lift helicopter, (three General Electric T&A-GE-416 turboahaft engine*)-
aC£J5^
Sikorsky CH-53E Super Stallion heavy- lift helicopter (Pilot Press!
Figure A- 8 CH-53E Planfora.
3 1
L_
Ball AH-1S TOW/Cobra with flat plat* canopy «nd miaaila launehart (J. M. C. Cradidge)
Ball AH-1T SaaCobra. with additional tida vwwi oi AH-U Icantra) and AH-1G (top) i Pi/<« /'/rjji
Figure A. 9 AH-1S Planfora
32
Bell HH-1H Iroquois local Das* r.icu* hthcopttr in U8AF larviCI
\ \ !
uj
Ball UH-1H Iroquou, with additional ndt viaws ol UH-1N icantra) and AH-1G
HutyCobra (bottom) [I'tlot I'rr**)
Pigure A- 1 aa-1H PlanfocH.
33
APPENDIX 3
CRITICAL DESIG1 PAfiAHETER PAIRINGS AND REFERENCE SYSTEM
TABLE 5
flain Rotor Radius Pairings
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
2 - TAIL ROTOR ELACE RADIUS IN FEET
1 - MAIN ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN EEET
3 - NUMBER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
1 - MAIN RCIOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
4 - NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
5 - HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEEI
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
6 - SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN fEET
7 - SPEED CF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
1 - MAIN ROTO? ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
8 - CHORD OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
1 - MAIN RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN EEET
9 - CHORD OF TAIL EOTOR BLADE IN FEET
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
10 - SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
1 - MAIN ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
11 - SPAN CF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
1 - MAIN RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN JrEET
12 - TWIST OF MAIN 50TOR BLkDE IN DEGREES
XX 1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
13 - F'TIST CF TAIL RCTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELACE RADIUS IN PEET
14 - PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
XX 1 - MAIN ECTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
15 - PROFILE DRAG CP TAIL ROTOR ELADE
XX 1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN RCTOR SYSTEM
XX 1 - MAIN RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
17 - 'wIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
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1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE SAD I US IN FEET
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN r EET
1 - MAIN ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELAEE RADIUS IN FEET
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
1 - MAIN ECTOR ELAEE RADIUS IN FEET
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
23 - RATE CF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
1
- MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
1
- MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
1 - MAIN ROTOR ELAEE RADIUS IN FEET
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
1
- MAIN ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
35
TABLE 6










































































L ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FSET
3ER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
L ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
BER OF TAIL HOIOft BLADES
L ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
GHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
UND IN FEET
L ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
ED CF MAIN EOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
L ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
ED CF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
L RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
RD OF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN FEET
L ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
RD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
L RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
N OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
L ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
N OF TAII ECTOR BLADE IN FEET
L ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
ST CF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
L ECTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
ST OF TAIL EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
L ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
FILE DRAG CF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
L ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
FILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR ELADE
L RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
C LOADING CF THE MAIN RCTOR SYSTEM
L ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
TH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
L RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET






























TAIL ECTOR ELATE RADIUS IN FEET
FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
TAIL ROTOR BLADE RADIUS IN FEET
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
TAIL RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN EEET
MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN XNCTS
TAIL ROTOR ELAEE RADIUS IN FEET
MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
TAIL ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
TAIL ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
TAIL ROTOR ELAEE RADIUS IN FEET
HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
TAIL RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
LENGTH OF THE TAIL300M IN FEET
TAIL ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
TAIL RCTOR ELADE RADIUS IN
LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
FEET
TAIL ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
TAIL ROTOR ELADE RADIUS IN FEET
MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN. POUNDS
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TABLE 7





































NUMBER CF MAIN BOTOR BLADES
NUM3ER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
NUMBER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
'NUMBER OF MAIN SOTOR BLADES
SPEED CF MAIN rOTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
NUMBER CF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
SPEED CF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
NUMBER OF MAIN BOTOR BLADES
CHORD CF MAIN ECTCR BLADE IN FEET
NUM3ER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
CHORD OF TAIL ROTCR BLADE IN FEET
NUMBER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
SPAN OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
NUMBER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
SPAN CF TAIL RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
NUMBER OF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
NUM3ER OF MAIN BCTOR BLADES
TWIST OF TAIL EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
NUM3ER OF MAIN ROTOR
PROFILE DRAG CB MAIN
NUMBER OF MAIN ROTCR
PROFILE DRAG OB TAIL




- NUMBER OF MAIN RCTOR BLADES
- DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN RCTOR SYSTEM
- NUMBER CF MAIN ROTOR BLADES
- WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
- NUMBER OF MAIN ECTOR BLADES
- LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN BEET
- NUM3ER OF MAIN EOTOR BLADES
- FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE BEET
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XX 3 - NUMBER OF
20 - VERTICAL F
3 - NUMBER OF
21 - MAXIMUM VE
3 - NUMBER OF
22 - MAXIMUM RA
3 - NUM3SE OF
23 - RATE OF CL
MAXIMUM CO
3 - NUMBER OF
24 - HOVER CEIL
IN FEET
3 - NUMBER OF
25 - HOVER CEIL
IN FEET
3 - NUMBER OF
26 - LENGTH OF
3 - NUMBER OF
27 - OPERATING
3 - NUMBER OF
28 - LOAD WEIGH
3 - NUMBER OF
29 - FUEL WEIGH
3 - NUMBER OF
30 - MAXIMUM GR
MAIN ROTOR BLADES




NGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
MAIN ROTOR BLADES
1MB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
NTINUCUS POWER
MAIN ROTOR BLADES
ING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
MAIN ROTOR BLADES
ING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
MAIM ROTOR BLADES








CSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 8



































NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
NUMBER OF TAIL EOTOR 3LADES
SPEED OF MAIN FOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
CHORD CF MAIN 50TOR BLADE IN FEET
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
SPAN CF MAIN RCIOa BLADE IN FEET
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
TWIST OF MAIN ROTOP. BLADE IN DEGREES
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
ItflST CF TAIL FOTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR
PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR





NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTCR BLADES
LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN fEET
NUMBER OF TAIL ROTOR BLADES
FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
NUMBER OF TAIL EOTOR BLADES
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
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4 - NUMBER OF
21 - HAXIMUH VE
XX 4 - NUMBER OF
22 - MAXIMUM RA
XX 4 - NUM3ER OF
23 - RATE 01 CL
MAXIMUM CO
4 - NUMBER OF
24 - HOVER CEIL
IN FEET
4 - NUMBER OF
25 - HOVER CEIL
IN FEET
4 - NUMBER OF
26 - LENGTH OF
4 - NUMBER CF
27 - OPERATING
4 - NUMBER OF
28 - LOAD WEIGH
4 - NUMBER OF
29 - FUEL HEIGH
4 - NUMBER OF




NGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
TAIL ROTOR BLADES
1MB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
NT IN (JO US POWER
TAIL ROTOR BLADES
ING (IN GROUND EFIECT)
TAIL ROTOR BLADES
ING (CUT OF GROUNE EFFECT)
TAIL ROTOR BLADES








CSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 9








































HEIGHT OF MAIN F.O TOR SYSTEM AEOVE
GPOUND IN FEET
SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM AEOVS
GROUND IN FEET
SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM A30VE
GROUND IN FEET
CHORD OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET-
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR 3LADE IN FEET
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
SPAN OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
PROFILE DRAG OP TAIL ROTOR ELADE
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
WIDTH OF THE FQSELAGE IN FEET
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEE'
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE 1 EET
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM AEOVE
GROUND IN FEET





















HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR S
GROUND IN FEET
MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTI
- HEIGHT OF MAIN
GROUND IN FEET
- RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS PCW
- HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR S
GROUND IN FEET
- H07ER CEILING (IN GROU
IN FEET
- HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR ,
GROUND IN FEET
































HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM ABOVE
GROUND IN FEET
FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
HEIGHT OF MAIN ROTOR S
GROUND IN FEET





Speed of Hain Bctor Pairings
6 - SPEED C? .IAIN BOTCH SYSTEM IN RPM
7 - SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
6 - SPEED CF MAIN FOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
8 - CHORD CF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN FEET
XX 6 - SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
6 - SPEED CF MAIN FOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
10 - SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE .IN FEET
XX 6 - SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
6 - SPEED OF MAIN FOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
12 - TWIST CF MAIN FOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
XX 6 - SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
13 - TWIST CF TAIL FOTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
.6 - SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
14 - PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
XX 6 - SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
15 - PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR ELADE
6 - SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN RCIOR SYSTEM
XX 6 - SPEED CF MAIN FOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
6 - SPEED OF MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
6 - SPEED CF MAIN EOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
6 - SPEED OF MAIN FOTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
6 - SPEED CF MAIN EOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
XX 6 - SPEED CF MAIN EOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM




















ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM








EOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
(IN GROUND EFFECT)
EOTCS SYSTEM IN RPM



























ROTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
TAILBOOM IN FEET










ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
POUNDS





































- SPEED CF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RP
M
- CHORD CF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN FEET
- SPEED CF TAIL POTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
- SPEED CF TAIL EOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
- SPAN CF MAIN RCTCR BLADE IN FEET
- SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
- SPEED CF TAIL FOTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- TWIST OF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
- SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
- SPEED CF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
- SPEED CF TAIL FOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
- PROFILE DRAG CF TAIL ROTOR ELADE
- SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN RCIOR SYSTEM
- SPEED CF TAIL RCTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
- WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
- SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
- SPEED CF TAIL EOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
- FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
- SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
- SPEED CF TAIL FCTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
- MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
- SPEED CF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
- MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
- SPEED OF TAIL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM


















































IL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RP .1
NG (IN GROUND EFrECT)
IL ECTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
NG (CUT OF GROUNC EFFECT)
IL 50TCR SYSTEM IN RPM
HE TAII300M IN PEET
IL ROTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
EIGHT IN POUNDS
IL FOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
IN POUNDS
IL EOTOR SYSTEM IN RPM
IN POUNDS
II FOTCR SYSTEM IN RPM
SS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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T1BLE 12
Chord of Hain Botor Blade Pairings
8 - CHORD C? MAIN FOTCR 3LADE
9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE
8 - CHORD CF MAIN EOTCR BLADE
10 - SPAN CF MAIN ECTOR BLADE I
XX 8 - CHORD OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE
11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE I
8 - CHORD OF MAIN' ROTOR BLADE
12 - TWIST OF MAIN FOTCR BLADE
XX 8 - CHDRD OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE
13 - TWIST CF TAIL FOTCR BLADE
8 - CHORD OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE
14 - PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR
XX 8 - CHORD OF MAIN FOTCR BLADE
15 - PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
8 - CHORD OF .MAIN ROTOR BLADE
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN R
XX 8 - CHORD CF MAIN FOTCR BLADE
17 - WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN F
8 - CHORD OF MAIN FOTCR BLADE
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN
8 - CHORD OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN
8 - CHORD CF MAIN FOTOR BLADE
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA I
8 - CHORD OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
XX 3 - CHORD OF MAIN EOTOR BLADE
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL
XX 8 - CHORD CF MAIN EOTOR BLADE
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
8 - CHORD CF MAIN EOTCR BLADE




























































CF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN FEET
CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
ET
OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
H OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
OF MAIN EOTCR BLkDE IN FEET
TING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
OF MAIN ROTOR 3LADE IN FEET
WEIGHT IN POUNDS
CF MAIN FCTCR BLADE IN FEET
WEIGHT IN PCUNDS
OF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN FEET
UM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 13
Chord of Tail Rotor Blade Pairings
XX 9 - CHORD CF TAIL EGTCR BLADE IN FEET
10 - SP&N OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
9 - CHORD CF TAIL EOTOR 3LADE IN FEET
11 - SPAN OF TAII RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
XX 9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
9 - CHORD CF TAIL EOTCR BLADE IN FEET
13 - TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
XX 9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTCR BLADE IN FEET
14 - PROFIIE DRAG CF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
15 - PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE
XX 9 - CHORD CF TAIL ECTOR BLADE IN FEET
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
XX 9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTCR BLADE IN FEET
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
XX 9 - CHORD CF TAIL EOTOR BLADE IN FEET
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
XX 9 - CHORD CF TAIL EOTOR BLADE IN FEET
19 - FRONTAL FLAI PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
XX 9 - CHORD CF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
9 - CHORD CF TAIL FOTOR BLADE IN FEET
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
XX 9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
23 - RATS OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
9 - CHORD OF TAIL EOTOR BLADE IN FEET
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET




9 - CHORD CF IAIL ROTOR 3LADE IN FEET
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAIL300M IN ISET
9 - CHORD OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
21 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
9 - CHORD CF TAIL ECTCR BLADE IN FEET
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
9 - CHORD CF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
9 - CHORD CF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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T1BLE 14

































SPAN CF MAIN ROTO 5 BLADE IN FEET
SPAN CF TAIL RCTCR BLADE IN FEET
SPAN CF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
TWIST CF MAIN ROTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
TWIST OF TAIL ROTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
SPAN CF MAIN ROTOR 3LADE IN FEET
PROFILE DRAG CF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR 3LADE IN FEET
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTO? ELADE
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN RCTOR SYSTEM
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
SPAN CF MAIN RCTCR BLADE IN FEET
LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
SPAN OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
VERTICAL FLAT ELATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
SPAN OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
RATE CF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
SPAN CF MAIN RCTOR BLADE IN FEET










SPAN OF MAIN POTOR 3LADE IN FEET
OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
SPAN OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
LOAD HEIGHT IN POUNDS
SPAN OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
FUEL HEIGHT IN POUNDS
SPAN OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 15
Span of Tail Botor Pairings
11 - SPAN CF TAIL ROTOR 3LAEE IN FEET
12 - TWIST 0? MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
13 - TI7IST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
XX 11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
14 - PROFILE DRAG Or MAIN ROTOR ELADE
11 - SPAN CF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
15 - PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR ELADE
XX 11 - SPAN CF TAIL RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN RCTOR SYSTEM
XX 11 - SPAN CF TAIL RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
XX 11 - SPAN CF TAIL RCTO* BLADE IN FEET
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
11 - SPAN CF TAIL RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
11 - SPAN CF TAIL RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
XX 11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
XX 11 - SPAN CF TAIL RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR 3LADE IN FEET
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
11 - SPAN CF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
54
11 - SPAN CF TAIL RCTOE 3LADE IN FEET
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEET
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN" POUNDS
XX 11 - SPAN OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN FEEI
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
11 - SPAN CF TAIL RCTOR BLADE IN FEET
30 - JIAaIHUM GROSS WEIGH! IN POUNDS
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TABLE 16
Twist of Hain Rotor Blade Pairings
12 - TWIST CF MAIN FOTCR BLADE IN DZ3R EES
13 - HIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
12 - TWIST OF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
14 - PROFILE DRAG OP MAIN ROTOR ELADE
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
15 - PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR ELADE
12 - TWIST OF MAIN FOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
XX 12 - TWIST CF MAIN FOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
19 - FRONTAL FLAI PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOF BLADE IN DEGREES
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
12 - TWIST CF MAIN FOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
XX 12 - TWIST CF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGRESS
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 12 - TWIST OF MAIN ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 12 - TWIST CF MAIN BOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 12 - TWIST CF MAIN FOTCR BLADE IN DEGRESS
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 17







XX 13 - TWIST CF TAIL ECTCR ELADE IN DEGREES
14 - PPOFILE DRAG OF idAIN ROTOR ELADE
13 - TWIST CF TAIL EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
15 - PROFILE DRAG CI TAIL ROTOR ELADE
XX 13 - TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
XX 13 - TWIST CF-TAIL ECTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
XX 13 - TWIST OF TAIL EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
18 - LENGTH OF THE FOSELAGE IN FEET
XX 13 - TWIST OF TAIL ROTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
TWIST OF TAIL ROTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
VERTICAL FLAT ELATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
XX 13 - TWIST CF TAIL EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
XX 13 - TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
23 - RATE OE CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
TWIST OF TAIL EOTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
XX 13 - TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
XX 13 - TWIST CF TAIL FOTCR BLADE IN DEGRESS
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 13 - TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 13 - TWIST OF TAIL EOTCR BLADE IN DEGREES
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
13 - TWIST OF TAIL ROTOR BLADE IN DEGREES







Profile Drag of Main Botor Blade Pairings
14 - PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
15 - PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR ELADE
14 - PROFILE DRAG CF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN RCTOR SYSTEM
XX 14 - PFOFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
17 - WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
XX 14 - PROFILE DRAG CF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
18 - 'LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN EEET
XX 14 - PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
19 - FRONTAL FLAI PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
PROFILE DRAG CF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
PROFILE DRAG CF MAIN RCTOR ELADE
MAXIMUM VELCCIIY IN KNOTS
PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
RATE CE CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
PROFILE DRAG Of MAIN ROTOR ELADE
HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
PROFIIE DRAG CE MAIN ROTOR ELADE
HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUNE EFFECT)
IN FEET
- PROFIIE DRAG CF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
- LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
- PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
- OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
- PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELkDE
- LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 14 - PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
14 - PROFILE DRAG OF MAIN ROTOR ELADE

























































PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN R
PROFILE DRAG CF TAIL ROTOR
WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN F
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN
PROFILE DRAG CF TAIL ROTOR
FRONTAL FLAI PLATE AREA IN
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA I
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
RATE OF CLIME IN FEET PER
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND E
IN FEET
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROU
IN FEET
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN
PROFILE DRAG CF TAIL ROTOR
OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
PROFILE DRAG OF TAIL ROTOR
LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
PROFILE DRAG CF TAIL ROTOR
FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
PROFILE DRAG CF TAIL ROTOR



































16 - DISC LOADING CF THE MAIN ECTOR SYSTEM
17 - ^IDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
16 - DISC LOADING CF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
16 - DISC LOADING CF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN EEET
16 - DISC LOADING CF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
28 - LOAD HEIGHT IN POUNDS
16 - DISC LCADING OE THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
16 - DISC LOADING OF THE MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 21
Width of the Fuselage Pairings
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
17 - WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEE'
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
21 - MAXIMUM VEICCITY IN KNOTS
XX 17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
17 - WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
17 - WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
26 - LENGTH OF IHE TAILBOOM IN FEET
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
17 - WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
17 - WIDTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
17 - WIDTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 22
Length of Fuselage Pairings
XX
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN EEET
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN I EET
20 - VERTICAL FLAT ELATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
23 - RATE CF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
18 - LENGTH CF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
18 - LENGTH OF THE FUSELAGE IN FEET
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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T1BLE 23
Frontal Horizontal Plat Plate Area Pairings
19 - FR0NTA1 FLAT PLATE AREA
20 - VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
21 - MAXIMUM VELCCIT? IN KNOT
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICA
XX 19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET ?E
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
XX 19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND
IN FEET
XX 19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF Gfi
IN FEET
XX 19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
26 - LENGTH OF IHE TAILBOOM I
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
21 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUN
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
28 - LOAD HEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
19 - FRONTAL FLAT PLATE AREA
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS HEIGHT IN
IN SQUARE FEET










































VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
MAXIMUM VELCCITY IN KNOTS
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA I
MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA I
RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
VERTICAL FLAT ELATE AREA I
HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND E
IN FEET
VERTICAL FLAT ELATE AREA I
HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROU
IN FEET
VERTICAL FIAT ELATE AREA I
LENGTH GF THE TAILBOOM IN
N SQUAR E FEET
MILES
N SQUAR E FEET
MINUTE,
N SQUAR E FEET
FFECT)
N SQUAR E FEET
NC EFFECT)
N SQUAR Z FEET
FEET
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
VERTICAL FLAT PLATE AREA IN SQUARE FEET
FUEL HEIGHT IN POUNDS
VERTICAL FLAT ELATE AREA I
MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN PO




Haximua Forvarc /elocity Pairings
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
23 - HATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
mXX 21
- MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILEOOM IN FEET
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
21 - MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN KNOTS
30 - MAXIMUM GRCSS HEIGHT IN POUNDS
TABLE 26
HaximuM Range Pairings
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE* IN NAUTICAL MILES
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE,
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
XX 22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFrECT)
IN FEET
XX 22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF ~ROUNC EFFECT)
IN FEET
XX 22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAIL300M IN I EET
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
22 - MAXIMUM RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
30 - MAXIMUM GRCSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 27
Rate of Cliab Pairings
23 - SATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
25 - riOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUNI EFFECT)
IN FEET
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
21 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
23 - RATE OF CLIMB IN FEET PER MINUTE
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS POWER
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
TABLE 28
Hover Ceiling (IGE) Pairings
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
XX 24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FE ET
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
24 - HOVER CEILING (IN GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
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TABLE 29
Hover Ceiling (OGE) Pairings
XX 25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN EEET
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
25 - HOVER CEILING (CUT OF GROUND EFFECT)
IN FEET
30 - MAXIMUM GRCSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
TABLE 30
Length of Tail Pairings
26 - LENGTH CF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
XX 26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN PCUNDS
26 - LENGTH OF THE TAILBOOM IN FEET




27 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
21 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
21 - OPERATING WEIGHT IN POUNDS
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
TABLE 32
Load Weight Pairings
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
28 - LOAD WEIGHT IN POUNDS
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
TABLE 33
Fuel Weight Pairings
29 - FUEL WEIGHT IN POUNDS
30 - MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT IN POUNDS
68
APPENDIX C
DATA POINT PLOTS, CURVE FITS, AND CURVE FIT EQUATIONS
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Number of Tail Rotor Blades Pairings
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FCRTRAH AMD HEHLETT PACKARD CO3P0TER PR0G2AMS
A. •CBVFIT' (DETERHINATIOH OF CORYE FIT EQUATIONS) HP
PROGRAM
This program will determine a curve of best tit to a
set ot aata points. The tour stanoard curve types the
program handles are:
(a>0)
1. L Inear y b*x t a
2. Exponent 1 al
. bx
y a»e
3. Logarithmic y b»Ln(x) a
4. Power
. b
y * a B x (d>0)
The program •III compute the coefficients a and b In
the equation of one of the above tour curve types
2
as well as compute a value r called the coefficient
ot determination which Is a measure of the goodness ot
fit. Once a set of data has been fit to a given curve
type, a prediction may be maae tor the y-value given a
new x-value, or a prediction may be made tor tne
x-value given a new y-value. The functions available
on tne top row of Keys on the keyboard are Indicated
In the following diagram.




These same functions are referenced In the examples
and Instructions by enclosing trie name of the function
on the key In square brackets C 3.
Exampl e 1
:
Find the straight line which best fits the
tol lowing data:
(l.t, 5.2), (4.5, 12.6), (8.0, 20.0),
(10.0, 23.0), (15.6, 34.0)
Then predict y when x»20 and predict x «hen y"25.
LoAfc "C\fF" poocj. Into the 41C and SIZE 027. GTO
" CMF" a^d 90 Into USER mode. This puts the program
counter In ROW and makes the curve fit functions
available on the top row of keys. Pressing
[INITIALIZED "III Initialize ft)e program. This clears
registers R1 1 thru R24 so tnat a new set of data may
be entered. In this example the 5 data points will be
entered using the [ I
-O key. Key In each pair asjnT m L '-'*J

















Al I the data has no* been entered and the parameters
for the curve will be computed next. Since In this
example we are Interested In a straight line we Key
(J"1) and push [SOLVE TYPE j]. *r\en execution stops
the values a, b, and r are available In the stack as:
Z: r and ar e also stored as R08i b
Yi a R09i a





The value r ranges between -1 and +l and Is a measure
of how well the data tits the given curve type. The
sign ot r Indicates whether tne data Is positively or
negatively skewed. The closer r I s to one ot the
extremes ±1 the better the fit. For this example the
line has positive slope and the fit Is extremely good
(all sample problems seem to work well).
Having computed the values b and a (these remain
stored In R08 & R09 until new data Is Input) we can
determine new points along the line. Key In 20 and
push [ y ] for the predicted y-value. y«42. 9400981
J
when x»20. Key In 25 and push [ x J tor the predicted
x-value. x«10. 90280649 when y-25.
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS FOR "CVF"
(Keyboard Operation)
1) Key GT0 " , SIZE 027 and go Into USER mode.
The keyboard functions should now be now available on
the top row ot keys.
2) Press [INITIALIZE] to Initialize the program.
This step clears data registers R11 thru R24
Inclusive. These registers will be used to accumulate





3) Key In the next data pair (x,y) as x ENTER* y
and push [!]. Repeat this step tor all daTa pairs.
The display will stop with a count of the number of
tne next data pair to be entered. This feature maxes
It possible to enter only the y-values when the
x-values are consecutive Integers which start counting
from 1. In this case tne display provides the
x-values which need not be entered. -It an Improper
data pair nas Just been Input with the [ I ] key, then
Immediately pressing R/S will delete the pair.
Otnerwlse an Improper or undeslred data pair can be
deleted by re-entering both x and y and pressing
Cr-D.
4) As data pairs are entered It Is possible that some
x or y value Is negative or zero. In these cases only
one or two of the tour curve types may be applied to
the data. The tour curve types and their respective
equations are as follows:
Type J Name Eouat Ion
1 L 1 near y « b #x a
2 Exponent lal y - a»e
bx (a>0)
3 Logar 1 tnmlc y « b»Ln(x) a
4 Power - y - a«x
b (a>0)
If any x-values are negative or zero then only types 1
L 2 are feasible curves. If any y-values are negative
or zero tnen only types 1 i 3 are feasible curves. If
In any data pair both x and y are negative or zero
tnen type 1 Is the only feasible curve. The a
coefficient must be positive for curve types 2 and 4.
J) After jM data pairs have been Input the next step
Is to select the desired curve type. This step can be
accotnp I I shed In one of two ways. Under either option,
the 4JC should not be Interrupted or else there Is a
possibility that the data registers will not be
returned with their normal contents.
a) To fit a particular curve type. Key In the
number 1-4 tor that type and press [SOLVE TYPE j].
The stack returns with:
Z: r and these parameters R07: J«curve type
Y: a remain stored In R08: b
X: b R09: a
RIO: r
Step a) may be repeated at any time for any of the
four curve types.
343
b) If all date Input Is positive than pressing
[SOLVE BEST} will automatically choose the curve of
best fit according to the curve type with laroest
aosolute value of r. In this case the stack returns
ith:
Tt r and these parameters R07: J»curve type
2: a remain stored In R08: b
Y: b R09: a
X: J"best curve type R10: r
6) Predictions for new x or y values may be made only
after step 5) has been completed. Predictions for new
values are based on the settings of flags F08 and F09
•hlch are automatically set during the fit process In
step 5). The status of flags 8 and 9 tor the four
curve types are as follows.
flag 8 Flag 9




In general the user need not be concerned with these
Hag settings, and FOB and F09 are not aval lb I e for
otner use and must not be dlsturped. To predict y
given x, key In x and press [ y J. To predict x given
y. key In y and press [ x ]. In both cases the
predicted value Is left In the X-reglster.
7) New data may be added or deleted at any time via
the [it] or [ Z-J keys. However, step 5) must be
Performed after updating the data before any new
Predictions can be made using step 6). The parameters





















































































































































































































B. 'CBVFIT' (GRAPHIBG OF CURVE FITS) FORTRAN PBOGRAM
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